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However,   when   properly   fed   the   animals   do   not,   usually,   molest   one
another.

BiRLA   College,   Pilani,   ISHWAR   PRAKASH,   m.sc.
April   24,   1953.   Research   Scholar

7.     A   COLOUR   VARIATION,   AND   ALBINISM   IN   THE   GIANT
SQUIRREL—  /^.4TL'^F.4   INDICA

Subsequent   to   the   publication   of   'Races   of   the   Indian   Giant
Squirrel'   (J.B.N.H.S.,   Vol.   50,   pp.   467-474),   we   have   had   the   oppor-

tunity of  examining-  89  additional  specimens  collected  by  the  Mammal
Survey   and   recently   returned   to   Bombay   by   the   British   Museum.

While   they   fully   confirm   our   conclusions,   a   specimen   (male)
collected   by   J,   Riley   O'Brien   at   3,000   ft.   elevation,   5   miles   north   of
Gung-avadori   in   the   Palni   Hills   {whence   no   others   were   collected)
represents   either   an   individual   or   a   local   colour   variation.

It   differs   from   maxima,   w^hich   occurs   in   the   neighbouring-   areas^
in   having-   the   sides   of   the   body   more   reddish   brown,   and   which   colour
in   varying-   shades   is   prominent   on   the   face,   between   and   behind   the
ears   and   also   on   the   fore   and   hind   feet.   The   tail   is   not   completely
black   as   in   maxima,   but   has   a   large   amount   of   dark   reddish-brown
patchily   distributed   between   the   base   and   the   tip,   which   are   both
black.   The   forehead   patch   and   the   ear-tips   are   also   darker   than   in
maxima.   The   label   reads   'occurs   in   evergreen   jungles   on   the   slopes
and   not   at   Gungavadori   itself.

It   may   also   be   of   interest   to   record   an   albino   obtained   by   Jamshed
Panday   at   Mahableshwar   (Western   Ghats)   4,000   ft.,   Satara   District,
Bombay,   on   29th   December   1952.   The   specimen   had   pink   eyes   and
is   pure   white   as   compared   to   the   normal   coloured   eyes   and   dirty-
creamy   white   of   dealbatus.   Other   normal'   coloured   squirrels   were
noted   in   the   same   locality.

114,   Apollo   Street,   Fort,
Bombay,   HUMAYUN   ABDULALI
April   27,   1953.   J.   C.   DANIEL

8.     JUNGLE   NOTES   FROM   SOUTH   INDIA

While   out   on   shikar   a   few   days   ago   my   daughter   and   I   observed
an   interesting   incident.

A   cow   elephant,   with   a   very   young   calf,   was   browsing-   In   a   grass
patch   just   below   us   late   in   the   afternoon.   Suddenly   it   swung   round
and   made   repeated   short   rushes   at   an   animal   in   the   grass,   trumpeting
and   keeping   its   calf   behind   it.   Then   we   heard   a   roar   and   realised
the   intruder   was   a   tiger,   which,   w^e   thought   at   the   time,   appeared
to   be   attacking   the   elephant   and   its   calf.   The   whole   proceeding
only   lasted   a   few   minutes   and   the   elephant   and   tiger   then   departed   in
opposite   directions.     We   later   found   the   tiger,   or   rather   tigress,   had
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four   cubs   with   it  ;   and   both   mothers   had   obviously   been   keeping
each  other  away  from  their   young-  !

The   tigress   and   her   4   cubs   made   a   pretty   picture   a   day   or   two
later,   basking   in   the   sun   in   short   grass   on   a   hill-top   (5,500   It.).   The
cubs   climbed   all   over   their   mother   and   played   while   she   lay   on   her
side   or   licked   them   and   herself   alternately.

2.   On   our   way   back   through   a   shola,   along   an   elephant   path,   we
found   ourselves   being   sedately   followed   by   a   tusker  —  which   was   quite
unaware   of   our   presence   on   the   same   path   !

3.   We   saw   5   vultures   in   the   morning   poised   motionless   in   the
air   just   above   our   heads   in   the   teeth   of   a   heavy   east   wind  —  just   as
one   sees   kestrels   do.   They   remained   so   for   about   an   hour   or   more.
1   have   not   seen   this   happen   before;   there   was   no   kill   in   the   vicinity.

HONNAMETTI    E  STATE,
Attikan   P.O.,
VIA   Mysore,   R.   C.   MORRIS
(South   India)
March   6,   1953.

9.     MYSTERY   PREDATOR

Some   friends   of   mine   on   a   tea   estate   nearby   (in   the   central   Assam
plains,   not   far   from   the   Naga   Hills)   had   the   misfortune   to   lose   their
goose   the   other   night.      The   circumstances   were   rather   peculiar.

The   following   morning   the   door   of   the   out-house,   in   which   the
goose   had   been   sitting   on   her   seven   eggs   for   about   two   weeks,   was
found   open,   and   a   trail   of   feathers   showed   the   direction   in   which
some   wild   predator   had   carried   off   the   goose   into   some   jungle   close
at   hand.   The   actual   goose   was   never   found.   No   tracks   of   any   wild
creature   were   found,   but   the   ground   was   very   hard   at   the   time.

This   in   itself   is   an   ordinary   occurrence.   But   six   of   the   eggs
also   disappeared,   one   being   left   in   the   nest.   Of   these   six   eggs,
one   was   found   next   day   buried   in   the   vicinity,   but   uncovered   by   earth.
The   other   five   eggs   were   found   during   the   next   few   days,   all   in
different   places   about   50   yds.   to   100   yds.   from   the   out-house,
cunningly   buried   in   the   ground.

I   have   never   heard   of   such   burying   of   eggs   by   any   wild   predator.
Perhaps   some  other   member   of   the   Society   may   be   able   to   throw  some
light   on   this   mystery?

Do   YANG   Tea   Estate,
Oating   P.O.,   E.   P.   GEE
Assam,
April   26,   1953.

10.     THE   AHMEDABAD   TENT   CLUB   IN   EARLIER   DAYS

The   records   of   this   Tent   Club,   in   four   bound   and   padlocked
volumes   covering   the   years   June   1858   to   June   193  1,   (with   a   gap   of
7   years   previous   to   this)   have   been   deposited   in   the   library   of   the
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